Abstract-One of the principal goals for most research scientists is to publish. There are many thousands of publications: journals, conferences, workshops, and more, covering different topics and requiring different writing formats. However, when a researcher that is new to a certain research domain finishes the work, it is sometimes difficult to find a proper place to submit the paper. To solve this problem, we provide a collaborativefiltering-based recommendation system that can provide venue recommendations to researchers. In particular, we consider both topic and writing-style information, and differentiate the contributions of different kinds of neighboring papers to make such recommendations. Experiments based on real-world data from ACM and CiteSeer digital libraries demonstrate that our approach can provide effective recommendations.
I. INTRODUCTION
Have you ever had a difficult time to decide where to submit your paper? As a research scientist, you may have such an experience occasionally. It is well understood that one of the fundamental tasks for most research scientists is to publish their work. Even though some experienced researchers may have a target venue in mind before they finish their work, many others, especially new researchers in a domain, prefer to finish their papers first, and then to decide where to submit. Similarly, if the paper is completed after the deadline or not accepted at the target venue, another choice may be needed.
It is not a trivial task to make such a choice, however, due to the rapid growth in both the quantity and variety of publication venues in recent decades. We now have many different kinds of venues, with different topics and genres and requiring different writing formats.
For different research domains, we have different venues; for example, the 'SIGIR' conference for Information Retrieval (IR) research, and the 'VLDB'conference for database research. Moreover, even within one research domain, we also have multiple venues. To take the 'IR' research domain as an example, we have journal publications such as Information Retrieval and ACM Transactions on Information Systems, as well as conferences,such as SIGIR, ECIR, WWW, CIKM, WSDM, and JCDL. We also have posters, workshops, technical reports, patents, etc. The creation of an automatic mechanism to help researchers deal with this problem is thus valuable, and recommender systems offer such an opportunity.
Recommender systems have emerged as a good solution for helping people deal with the rapid growth and complexity of information. The technique was first introduced to generate suggestions (e.g., for movies and merchandise) to users, and then introduced in social network analysis and has been widely used in many applications, including tag recommendation, link recommendation, and citation recommendation. However, little effort has been employed to tackle the problem of venue recommendation, where given a paper, with its authors, content, and references provided, a list of venues are recommended for submission of this paper.
A number of challenges arise in this task. First of all, the recommended venue should have a good match with the topics discussed in the paper. Venues have their own topic focus, as we have mentioned before, like information retrieval for SIGIR and databases for SIGMOD. Secondly, venues often have their specific writing format requirement. An interesting question may arise as whether papers with similar writing styles can more easily get accepted in similar venues. Finally, a good venue recommendation should match with the research profiles (e.g., historical venues) of the authors of the paper. We are interested in examining how the previous publication history of an author, along with the relationship between the target paper and other papers will be useful to affect the recommendation results.
Collaborative Filtering (CF for short) is the predominant approach in current recommender systems. It can be further divided into memory-based CF and model-based CF. Memorybased CF is widely used due to its simplicity and efficiency, and it provides a good framework for venue recommendation as both papers' inter-similarity and inter-relationships can be incorporated for recommendation. In this work, we introduce the memory-based CF into venue recommendation, and particularly provide two extensions to the basic algorithm. For the first extension, we consider papers' similarity in terms of their writing style. Content-free stylometric features are identified and extracted for similarity computation. For the second extension, we divide the neighboring papers of the target paper into several groups, each of which represents a certain scientific relationship with the target paper. Contributions from each sub-group of neighbors can be differentiated and optimized.
In summary, our paper makes the following contributions: 1) we provide a novel collaborative filtering based mechanism for automatic venue recommendation; 2) we extract stylometric features to measure the similarity between papers in terms of their writing styles; 3) we identify different groups of neighboring papers and differentiate and optimize their contributions for venue recommendation; and, 4) we demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed approach on real-world data.
II. RELATED WORK A recommender system aims to automatically generate suggestions (of movies, merchandise) for users from a collection of items based on users' past behaviors. This technology has also been introduced into social network analysis, and used in many applications, such as tag recommendation [1] , [2] , friend recommendation [3] , and citation recommendation [4] , [5] .
Traditional approaches for recommendation can be divided into two categories. One is the content-based filtering, which analyzes the content information associated with items and users, such as user profiles and item descriptions, and matches that information for recommendation. Another typical approach, the collaborative filtering (CF) approach [6] , however, predicts users' preferences over items by learning past useritem relationships. CF-based method can be further divided into two groups: the memory-based approach and the modelbased approach.
Memory-based CF [7] predicts the rating of target user over an item as a weighted average of similar users or items. Depending on how past ratings are used, memory-based CF can be further classified into user-based, in which predictions are made by first finding similar users to the target user and averaging their ratings over a given item; or item-based, in which ratings are averaged over items similar to the target item that have been rated by the target user are found. For both user-based and item-based approaches, similar users (items), which are referred to as neighbors, are often found by applying the K-nearest neighbor approach.
Memory-based CF methods are simple and efficient, but sometimes they are suboptimal. Model-based approaches can overcome some of the limitations. The model-based approach trains a compact model via learning the observed user-item rating patterns, and directly predicts ratings of unknown useritem pairs instead of searching ratings of neighbors. It is, however, more time-consuming than the memory-based approach, and is complicated to implement. Typical model-based CF includes clustering [8] and the aspect model [9] . More recently, the matrix factorization [10] approach has been used as a kind of model-based CF for recommendation.
Two previous works consider the problem of venue recommendation. Lau and Cohen [11] develop a combined pathconstraint random walk-based approach, not only for venue recommendation, but also for citation recommendation, gene recommendation and expert finding. In their work, they would present each term in the paper title as a node, combined with other entities, like author names and venue names to construct a big graph. Complex optimization approaches are carried out to learn the weights on each edge of the graph. Pham et al. [12] , [13] define the task of venue recommendation as predicting the participating venues of users, and therefore their input is users instead of papers, which is different from our work. They use a clustering-based approach to group users that share similar patterns in choosing publishing venues.
III. PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION Let p be any given paper, and v be any candidate venue in the data corpus. The venue recommendation task can be defined as follows:
Given a paper p, what is the probability of it being published in venue v ?
It is essentially a ranking problem. Namely, we need to determine p(v|p), rank the candidate venues according to this probability, and return the ranked list of candidate venues as recommendations of venues to which this paper could be submitted.
In order to compute this probability, we adopt the basic idea of collaborative-filtering, and utilize other papers with known venues to predict or recommend venues for the target paper. Moreover, we make two extensions to the original traditional collaborative-filtering based approach: one is to incorporate stylometric features to better measure the similarity between papers; the other is to differentiate the importance of those papers that share some similarity with the target paper, to further improve recommendation performance.
IV. APPROACH

A. CF-based method
In a traditional user-item recommendation system, when the memory-based collaborative-filtering approach is used to predict the ratings of users over items, the user-item relationship is often represented as a two-dimensional matrix. Similarly, we can represent the relationship between papers and venues in a two-dimensional matrix, where the rows represent papers, and the columns represent venues. For each particular paper-venue pair (p, v), the corresponding entry on matrix represented as I(p, v) indicates whether paper p is published in venue v.
We can apply the memory-based CF into our paper-venue matrix, with the underlying assumption that it would have a higher probability for a paper to get published in venues in which other similar papers have been published. However, the paper-venue matrix is different from the user-item matrix in that one paper can only be published in one venue, and thus it is unsuitable to use the item-based method, where the similarity between items (venues) rated (published) by the target user (paper) is going to be compared. We therefore choose to apply the user-based CF.
Formally, the process of applying user-based CF to the venue recommendation task can be described as follows.
• Given a target paper p i , we first compute its similarity with all other papers in the data set, and collect the K most similar papers to target paper p i . The collection of these Top K papers is indicated as S(p i ). K is a system parameter, and can be tuned via experiments.
• We collect all publishing venues of the papers in S(p i ), and denote the collection as
we predict the probability of having p i published in v j by computing P (v j |p i ) by
where s(p i , p k ) is the similarity score between paper p i and p k , and I(p k , v j ) is an indicator function. We have:
B. Extension 1: Stylometric Features
As indicated in the above formula, one crutial component in this CF-based method for venue recommendation is the paperpaper similarity measurement. Dominant similarity measures in the traditional CF method include the Pearson Correlation Coefficient and Vector Space Cosine Similarity measurement. We make use of the latter method.
Papers differ in their content and topics. Moreover, papers as well as venues are also distinguishable by their writing styles [14] . To better measure papers' similarity, we need to consider both the content and stylometric features. To represent papers' content, we take use of Mallet [15] , which is open source software implementing LDA [16] , to retrieve the papers' content distribution over 100 topics; To capture the writing styles of papers, we identified 25 types and over 300 distinct features that are non-topic related and context-free. These features can be grouped into three categories, which measure a paper's writing style from lexical, syntactic and structural aspects. Lexical features [17] reflect a paper's preference for particular character or word usage. Typical features within this category include number of distinct terms, number of alphabetic and digital characters, average sentence length, etc. Syntactic features [18] , however, focus on extracting the different formats and patterns in which sentences of a paper are organized. The most representative syntactic features include function words, punctuation and part-of-speech tags. In our work, we make use of the first two syntactic features. Structural features [19] represent the layout of a piece of writing. We adopt in our work five structural features specifically for scientific papers, including the number of sections, figures, tables, equations and references. The entire feature sets is presented in Table I .
In summary, we represent each paper by a feature vector, which is a combination of the paper's content topic distribution and stylometric features.
C. Extension 2: Neighbor Differentiation
Another crucial component in the memory-based CF model is to retrieve proper neighbors that share similarity with the target paper. Normally, this is done by finding the top K neighboring papers in terms of their cosine similarity score with the target paper. However, papers do not only differ in the value of the similarity scores, but also in their different relationships with the target paper. For example, given a paper, we can find other papers that are written by the same authors (authorship), papers that are cited by the target paper, and papers that share the same citations with the target paper (bibliographic coupling). All of these kinds of papers should play different roles in their influence on the target paper in selecting future venues in which to publish.
We divide the Top K similar papers into four categories. The first category is called 'author-neighbors', which are papers written by at least one author in common with the target paper. The second category is referred to as 'reference neighbors', which are the papers that have been cited by the target paper. The third category is named as 'sibling neighbors', which are papers that have at least one common reference paper with the target paper. All other papers that share similarity with the target paper, yet do not fall into any of the three categories mentioned above are referred to as 'other neighbors'. Since we rely on the historical data for prediction or recommendation, for any given paper p which is finished in year y 1 , and is to be predicted, we would only consider neighboring papers that have been published before y 1 .
To differentiate their influence on the target paper, we introduce four parameters, each of which indicates the importance of neighbor papers of one category. To compute P (v j |p i ), the updated CF model can then be indicated as:
where N c (p i ) (1 ≤ c ≤ 4) indicates the four categories of neighbor papers of the target paper p i . α c ∈ [0, 1] is the parameter that needs to be tuned to reflect the influence of neighbor papers of category c.
V. EVALUATION A. Experimental Setup
We introduce in this section the experiments we carried out for the task of venue recommendation. In particular, we wish to explore the following questions:
• What would venue recommendation results be if we utilize stylometric features alone to measure paper similarity? • Can we achieve improved performance if we combine both the content and stylometric features for paper similarity measurement? • Which category of paper neighbors would play the most important role in helping to predict publishing venues? • Under what combination of the four categories can the best recommendation performance be achieved? We carried out experiments on two real world data sets. The first data set is a subset of the ACM Digital Library, from which we crawled one descriptive web page for 172,890 distinct papers having both title and abstract information.
For each published paper, we extracted the information about its publishing venue and references. Due to possible venue name ambiguity, we first converted all upper-case characters into lower-case, and removed all non-alphabetic symbols. We further removed all digits as well as the ordinal numbers, such as the 1st, the 2nd, and applied the Jaccard Similarity match to merge duplicate venue names. We finally obtained 2,197 distinct venues. To remove author names' ambiguity, we represent each candidate author name by a concatenation of the first name and last name, while removing all the middle names. We then use exact match to merge candidate author names. Finally, we obtain 170,897 distinct authors.
The second data set we utilized is the CiteSeer Digital Library scientific literature distributed by the 2011 HCIR challenge workshop 1 . The data corpus is divided into two parts. Meta-data about a paper, such as its title, publishing venue, publishing year, abstract, information about citation references are kept in XML format; the full content of that paper is in pure text format. We applied the same name disambiguation process as we did for the ACM data set, and obtained 119,927 papers that have abstract, full content and venue information, resulting in 478,805 authors and 48,797 venues. We further select 35,020 papers published across 739 venues, each of which has at least 20 papers published in it, to serve . as the experimental papers for the CiteSeer data set. We randomly choose 10,000 papers from ACM and CiteSeer data sets respectively as our target papers whose venues are to be predicted.
As introduced previously, we have identified three categories, and 25 different types of features. For papers in the CiteSeer data set, where the full content of papers is available in pure text format, we can simply count the number of times the word 'figure' or ' Figure' appears in the paper to obtain the number of figures. We did the same for number of sections, number of tables and number of equations. Finally, we extracted 371 stylometric features for papers in the CiteSeer data set, and 367 features for papers in the ACM data set.
To test venue recommendation performance, we match the predicted venues with the real publication venues of the target papers. Two standard metrics: Accuracy@N (N varies among 5, 10, and 20) and MRR are adopted for evaluation.
B. Results Analysis 1) Stylometric Features:
We first examine whether paper similarity based on stylometric features can lead to good recommendation performance. By doing this, we represent each paper by a vector composed of only the stylometric features of that paper, and compute papers' similarity based on those paper vectors.
For comparison, we construct paper vectors by only making use of their paper content information, that is, the paper's content distribution over 100 topics learned from LDA. We also combine both content and stylometric features to get merged features for paper similarity measurement. In all the experiments, we set the parameters α c (1 ≤ c ≤ 4) to be 0.25.
We collect the Top K most similar papers with known venues the possible publishing venue of the target paper. K is a system parameter, whose value might affect the prediction performance. To examine its effect, and varied the value of K among 500, 1000, 2000, 5000, 10000. We also experimented with using all neighboring papers of the target paper. Experimental results for ACM and CiteSeer data sets are described in Table II. Several observations can be found from the results on the ACM data set. First of all, there is a significant improvement as we combine both stylometric and content-based features as compared to working on either stylometric or content-based features separately, whose performance is competitive with each other. The improvement is nearly or more than 50% when a subset of paper neighbors are considered, and is 10.92% working on all paper neighbors in terms of Accuracy@5. Secondly, there is no obvious increase in terms of Accuracy@5, Accuracy@10 and Accuracy@20 as the value K (the Top K most similar papers to the target paper) increases from 500 to 10000 working on either stylometric or content features seperately. However, we achieved consistent improvement on the average MRR value. When working on combined features, performance in terms of all metrics also obtained constant improvement. We achieve significant improvement when we collect all paper neighbors for consideration. The best performance is achieved when working on all neighbors with We noticed consistent performance when working on the CiteSeer data set, where paper full content is used for generating both content and stylometric features. Content-based features work better than stylometric features when a small set of top-returned paper neighbors are adopted; however, the performance on using stylometric features gradually outperform that of content-based features when more top-returned paper neighbors are considered. When combining both stylometric and content-based features, there is no improvement as compared to using pure content-based features, however, we observe improved performance for such a combination when more than 2000 top neighbors are considered. The best performance is also achieved when all paper neighbors and all features contribute, where 23.87%, 28.99% and 33.74% papers can have their venues correctly predicted within Top 5, Top 10 and Top 20.
2) Weights among neighbors, Parameter tuning: We expect that different categories of neighboring papers can have different contributions when making venue recommendations.
We gradually change the weight for each particular type of neighbors from 0 to 1, and let the other three kinds of neighboring papers share the remaining weight. Results are reported in Figure 1 .
When the weight for a particular type is set to be 1, it actually indicates the individual contribution of that type of neighbors. As shown in the results, author neighbors contribute the most in both data sets, while the other neighbors are less important. It indicates that when authors finish their work, they often submit the paper to those venues in which they have had a previous paper successfully published. This is on one hand due to researchers continuing to focus on similar or related topics, at least within similar research domains. On the other hand, authors will gain more reputation and thus confidence in certain venues, so that they are always willing to submit to those venues, and it also has higher probability to have their work accepted. Reference neighbors and Sibling neighbors are competitive with each other, which matches our initial expectation, as reference neighbors and sibling neighbors both are topic-related with the target paper.
We also notice from both results that we need to incorporate all types of neighbors, since we can retrieve better performance when all four categories of neighboring papers contribute rather than giving any of them zero weight. Moreover, even though the author neighbors are the most important source of information, when giving extra weight to them, predictive performance decreased.
3) Weights among neighbors, Parameter Optimization: Parameter tuning, as we addressed in the last section, tells us the different importance of different categories of neighboring papers. We are more interested, however, to find parameter settings that can give us the best recommendation performance. To implement that, we can apply parameter optimization approaches.
Given a paper p i , which is the target paper, and any candidate venue v j in the data set, we can compute the probability P (v|p) based on formula (4). Suppose A j , R j , S j and O j represent the normalized accumulated similarity score between the target paper and author neighbors, reference neighbors, sibling neighbors, and other neighbors respectively; the formula can be re-written as:
Let us suppose the real publishing venue for the target paper p i is venue v j , then in an ideal venue recommendation system, for any other venue candidate v k rather than v j , the computed probability score P (v k |p i ) should be less or at most equal to P (v j |p i ); that is, we need to have
. Naturally, our goal is to learn the values of the four parameters α c (1 ≤ c ≤ 4), such that k:1→V (P (v j |p i ) − P (v k |p i )) can be maximized, where V is the number of candidate venues. Therefore, we introduce our objective function as: h = argmax k:1→V s(P (v j |p i )− P (v k |p i )) where s(x) is the sigmoid function: s(x) = 1 1+e −x . To achieve the optimal combination of weights, we use gradient descent in which the four parameters are updated in each iteration until they converge.
As shown in Figure 2 , we achieved more than a 13% improvement in Accuracy@5 for both ACM and CiteSeer. Simple Counting: For each target paper p i , we simply count the occurring frequency of venues of three kinds of neighboring papers of paper p i , i.e., the reference neighboring papers (papers cited by p i , referred as SimpleCount-Ref), sibling neighboring papers (papers that share at least on citation with p i , referred as SimpleCount-Sibling) and author neighboring papers (other papers written by authors of p i , referred as SimpleCount-Author). We also count the frequency of venues of the combination of all three kinds of neighboring papers (referred as SimpleCount-All). We would then rank and return the venues in terms of their frequency.
Content-based LDA: We construct a profile for each venue by concatenating all the papers published in it. We use LDA topic model implemented by Mallet [15] to retrieve the topic distribution for each paper and venue over 100 topics. We then compute and rank venues by their similarities with the target paper.
Traditional memory-based CF: We use the original traditional memory-based CF approach, in which we do not incorporate stylometric features of papers to compute their similarity, nor do we categorize neighboring papers and differentiate their different contributions. Under this scheme, P (v j |p i ) can be computed as:
, where papers' similarity is determined by their topic distribution obtained from LDA.
Graph-based FolkRank algorithm: We used the FolkRank algorithm [20] , which is an adaptation of PageRank, and has been shown empirically to generate high quality recommen- intl conf on world wide web annual meeting on association for computational linguistics dations in tag recommendation systems. The basic idea of this approach is to run PageRank algorithm twice, giving uniform initial weights to all nodes in the first time, and giving higher weight to targeted nodes in the second time. The difference in terms of the weight of the nodes is then used to generate the final ranking. We compare the results using our proposed approach with the baseline algorithms, and show the results in Table III . The results we report under our method are the best results we can achieve when both stylometric and content features are combined and all neighboring papers are considered. As indicated from the results, our approach outperforms the baseline algorithms under all evaluation metrics. The contentbased approach works the worst. TraditionalCF can work better than the graph-based FolkRank algorithm; moreover, we can achieve better performance when no normalization is introduced. The SimpleCount-based method can provide surprisingly good results, and is the second best algorithm among all compared algorithms. However, our model can improve performance over SimpleCount-All by 18.53% (on ACM) and 19.77% (on CiteSeer) in terms of Accuracy@5.
5) Case Study Example:
We show in this section several recommendation examples using our proposed approach. We report in Table IV the Top 5 returned venues for three randomly chosen papers in our system. Venue names written in bold indicate the actual publishing venue of that paper. We observed that for each target paper, under most circumstances, the top five returned venues share similarity in topics, and are content-related with the target paper. They are all reasonable candidate venues to which the paper could have been submitted. For papers that concentrate on topics within specific subset of a wide research domain, or discussed topics covering interdisciplinary domains, we can also provide proper recommendation. For example, paper 1 focuses on modeling language, and therefore some computational linguistics related venues are ranked highly, such as ACL. Paper 2 discussed database integrated view design, and therefore venues in the database domain like SIGMOD and VLDB are returned. We also notice that some paper may have other appropriate choices when considering submitting, for example, for paper 3, even though its actual publishing venue is only ranked 8th, several other venues ranked higher than the actual venue are also good places to submit.
VI. CONCLUSION
We applied the memory-based collaborative filtering approach for venue recommendation, and in particular, we updated the original CF based approach by applying two extensions. The first extension is to incorporate papers' stylometric features to better measure the similarity between papers, the second one is to divide the neighboring papers into four categories. By tuning or optimizing the different contributions of four categories of neighboring papers, we expected to obtain better recommendation performance. Experiments demonstrate our approach to be an effective method for venue recommendation, which outperformed several baseline algorithms. By differentiating the four categories of neighboring papers' contributions, we also find that papers that are published by the same authors are the most reliable source of information for the venue recommendation task.
